Abstract Constitution typology is thought of as a classification that is based on a few fundamental properties of the organism. These properties steadily distinguish individuals and permit the prediction of manifold secondary (external) features of types. At the transition from one constitutional type to another, concordant changes of trait values are determined by the respective changes of general causal factors. Theoretically, external constitution typology should be constructed on the basis of trait concordant "dynamics" under the change of fundamental factors at the individual level. Therefore, it does not depend on statistical relations characterizing population level. Causal factors and their influences on traits are impossible to be correctly and uniquely determined on the basis of population statistics relations. Causal factors do not coincide with the statistical ones of multivariate biometric analysis; equally, trait regression dependencies on statistical factors do not coincide with the causal influences.
Introduction
Constitution is defined as the state of the human organism appearing at different levels of its biological organization. However, the definition of constitution should not be reduced to a blurry requirement of organism state description because of its extra generality and the lack of concreteness. The aim of this paper is to consider a definition of constitution from the causal point of view, outline properties of constitution at individual and population levels, and consider relations of biometrical approaches to constitution analysis with causal ones. Further analysis of constitution problems is limited by the case of adult individuals. Which properties should be adopted as the basis of constitution? First of all, constitution should be the characteristic of an individual and keep relative constancy at a certain age of organism stability under constant external conditions. Constitution study is called on to answer
the question of what the steady differences are between people and what causes these differences (Harrison et al., 1977) . Constitution should characterize the integrity of the organism and its unity in the manifestation of features.
As the final result, the study of constitution leads to the creation of constitution typology. The appearance of organism peculiarity is expressed through its daily observable traits. Separate constitution types can be described by expected (average) values of appropriate traits. At transitions from one type to another, these values vary in coordination. In the present paper, the coordination of trait values is understood as the result of influence of a common factor (or factors). Correspondingly, the typology in the space of traits is the reflection of typology in the space of factors. In a particular case of morphological traits, this approach is implied by many authors putting the derivatives of separate tissues, functional systems, derivatives of separate germ layers, and so on a typological basis.
A similar two-level scheme for classification (corresponding to separation of types by basic factors and by "external" traits determined by the factors) is suitable for the arbitrary systems of an organism (physiological, immunological, and hormonal ones, somatotypes, etc.) and it agrees with the concept of constitution as the reflection of organism integrity (the dependence of organism properties on each other, in other words, their coordination).
Theoretical Principles of Constitution Typology Construction
To receive a constitution definition, it is possible to start with the remote purpose of ideal constitution diagnostics conceivable as the opportunity of unlimited registration of the increasing quantity of organism characteristics. According to a statement by the Nobel prize winner F. Crick, one of the discoverers of the DNA double helix, the study of complex systems is similar to the analysis of a clock in some sense. The detailed study of separate gears (even under the microscope) does not permit an understanding of the clock function. Only the analysis of the clock as a whole (with the use of heuristic concepts) gives us the chance to understand the principles underlying the workings of a clock.
In just the same way, a simple unlimited increase of data in the properties of the organism does not allow us in practice to see "the wood behind the trees", comprehend the huge information content and look at the problem as a whole, abstracting from numerous immaterial details (though, theoretically, data accumulation should allow us to describe the organism state more precisely and predict its possible reactions on external impacts). In addition, with simple data accumulation the same aspects of life activity are repeatedly measured in different ways due to the organism integrity and the interdependence of its various properties. In addition, we note that any statement of extra general nature frequently means the actual impossibility of its realization in practice.
For example, the concept of the organism state implies all properties related to the organism level, and it is not clear how to approach the diagnostics of constitution, which is defined so widely. Therefore, it is necessary to narrow the definition. In the light of the determination of organism properties by common and specific factors, the final aim of constitution typology is possibly to make a classification on the base of a few fundamental factors, which permits us to predict numerous trait values of the organism and its reaction to various external impacts. Since the continuous variability of constitution traits is typical in man, classification should be continuous and characterize the individual state by the values of common and specific factors. The effects of the latter can be diagnosed by deviation of individual data from the appropriate common factors.
Starting on the formulated ideal aim, we want to receive a constitution definition possessing some strategic properties with respect to the causal determination of constitution (causal explanation of individual differences), stability of individual constitution, and efficiency of constitutional typology. In other words: 1) In the definition, it would be desirable to see the reflection of the nature of trait causal determination instead of a simple descriptive base for constitution type diagnostics.
2) Since the state of an individual is not permanent even in the age of organism stability under a constant environment, we should characterize constitution by such properties in which variability at the interindividual level is considerably less than that of the intraindividual one, and individual differences are maintained over a long enough time period.
3) It would be desirable to have a definition of constitution which is based on a minimum of basic properties which allow us to predict the maximum number of individual traits (integrity of organisms and efficiency of typology).
Obviously, there are various possible constitution typologies when attention is focused on different aspects of organism functions. Some authors introduce constitution definitions differing in refinements concerning separate sides of their interests (somatic, psychic, hormonal, genetic properties, resistance to pathologies, perspectives of sports achievements etc). In physical anthropology, the main attention is paid to the morphological (somatic) aspect of constitution.
Each typology reflects some aspect of integrity. In our understanding, integrity means the coordination of trait values for constitution types and thereby the opportunity to predict manifold individual features on the basis of a small number of fundamental properties. Therefore, constitution typology is thought of as such a classification, which is based on a few primary fundamental properties of the organism. These properties steadily distinguish individuals from each other and permit us to predict various secondary features of types that are important for the considered kinds of life activity.
Thus, constitution classification should be based not on secondary (frequently external) organism traits, but on the causal factors, which determine individual features. In this relation, constitution classification is different from constitution diagnostics. The last is usually based on external and accessible for measurement traits because of the impossibility of observation and even incomplete clarity of the fundamental causal factors. Since the diagnostics aim is to determine the constitution type of particular individuals, i.e., its primary factors, it implies the same final result as for the constitution typology. Therefore, constitution typology and constitution diagnostics are frequently considered as similar and one need make no difference between them.
Prognostic values of separate traits with respect to others (taking into account their specific factors) are less than that of common causes. Since trait values are consequences of causal influences, the construction of causal constitution typology on the basis of common factors is preferable to the descriptive one. Historically, the descriptive separation of coordinated morphological complexes was ahead of its time for their causal explanation, and the last has remained mainly undiscovered so far. When fundamental causal factors are used as the basis for classification, there exists consistency in the arrangement of types in the trait space. Let us explain this with an example. If there exists only one common factor and there are many traits, then classification in the trait space corresponds to the chain of types from one extreme type through intermediate types to the other extreme one. Here, it is impossible to characterize a separate type by appropriate average trait values, so that some values are extreme for some traits and other values are intermediate for the other traits.
An example of the fundamental general cause is the factor of heterogeneous growth. Due to this factor, all body parts simultaneously and in coordination deviate from average values in the same direction and in definite ratios. It is impossible to imagine a case of independent growth for separate body parts. The violation of coordination implies appropriate deviations from constitution type, and the problem arises of how to find the cause of these deviations (what specific factors are involved and what are their deviations).
In living organisms, the processes of construction and destruction of various substances and structures (assimilation and dissimilation) proceed continuously. The ratio of intensities for these opposite processes determines appropriate equilibrium with the prevalence or deficiency of respective structures. This ratio can be considered as another constitution coordinate appearing as the vector directed from asthenic to picnic somatotypes.
The above two constitution coordinates were argued by Malinovsky (1945) . It is possible to consider one more coordinate, the biological age. Though this individual characteristic changes with time, its relation with chronological age, probably, steadily keeps existing individual differences in a relatively small time period. Biological age determines numerous important properties of the individual, which is especially clear in childhood and after reaching an elderly age.
If there exist several independent common factors (constitution coordinates), classification on the basis of each of them proceeds independently. In general classification, a type is characterized by the complex of average trait values corresponding to the combination of factor gradations for the appropriate constitution type. In some sense, here, the general constitution represents the "sum" (mosaic of combinations) of partial constitutions. Obviously, the stated classification principles relate to the individual level as they are based on laws of causal influences on the organism, though in adults different values of factors are manifested among different individuals.
Constitution Typology at the Population Level
The aim of theoretical constitution typology consists in the construction of classification for human constitution types. The task of constitution diagnostics is to find the constitution types of particular individuals. The theoretical principles described above are based on a few fundamental causal factors determining the values of numerous organism traits. If the fundamental factors are accessible for measurement, there are no problems in diagnostics. However, usually these factors are hidden and non-observable. Therefore, the task of diagnostics consists in the determination of values for hidden basic constitution factors (and thereby to the determination of constitution type for the individual considered) on the basis of trait values accessible to observation. In physical anthropology, the diagnostics is usually applied to a representative random sample from a population, not to one individual. The results give the distribution of constitution types in the population, i.e., constitution typology at the population level.
The theoretical constitution typology obtained (according to the above two-level scheme) has no relation to the statistical picture of interdependencies between traits in the population. The considered typology construction is based on the laws of factor influences in organism. As to constitution typology at the population level, the situation is different. Keeping in mind that the study of normal human variability is a task of physical anthropology and understanding the norm and the prevalence (usually close to the magnitude of deviation from the average) as allied concepts, researchers of constitution at the population level exclude rare events from the sphere of their considerations.
For example, the consideration of an acromegaly type with peculiar morphological features resulting from the hypersecretion of growth hormone seems to be logically irreproachable. However, this type is not considered as the constitutional one because of its rarity, acromegaly being treated instead as pathology. Separation of trait complexes as types can be especially evident in the extreme variants (not always in pathology), and the example with acromegaly is successful in the present knowledge of the mechanism for the given morphological complex. In other cases the mechanism of phenomenon is frequently hidden from our eyes.
Let us consider, for example, the dependence between constitution types and the character of psychic pathology (and temperament) found by Kretschmer (1921) , so far of unknown nature. The existence of the dependence was criticized on the basis of a low correlation among healthy individuals, i.e., low dependence at the population level. But the magnitude of statistical correlation between any quantities does not indicate the degree of their joint causal determination due to common cause or causa and effect dependence. The word "type" implies the prevalence of this type (typicalness) and has a statistical nuance. Therefore, the population aspect of classification is reflected by the results of diagnostics and connected with "typicalness of types". Here, statistical data are necessary for the estimation of typology at the population level. Diagnostics methods (for example, methods based on discriminant analysis) can depend on the statistical properties of the population under study.
The statistical nature of the fundamental causes imposes a mark on the obtained population typology. If the variability of any common causal factor is small, the appropriate aspect of classification (diagnostics) by external traits is insignificant. Therefore, various population typologies are possible under the same scheme and degree of causal influences according to the variabilities of primary basic factors. It is this variability that determines the prevalence of one or another complex of trait values (type). At present, the accepted typology is that of population, and it reflects the prevalence of diagnosed types in the investigated groups.
If the variability of the equilibrium level for assimilationdissimilation processes is large, then typical (clearly manifested and widespread) constitution types are allocated along the axis from asthenic to picnic somatotypes, if interindividual hormone variability is large, constitutional groups correspond to trait values in accordance to hormone levels and so on. Thus, the constitution typology at the population level represents the subset of theoretically possible constitution types constructed on the basis of fundamental factors, which determine organism properties. Constitution typology can be changed when the variability of fundamental factors changes.
It is possible to see such changes among currently existing populations. For example, some desert inhabitants are characterized by tall stature and low weight. Obviously, here the asthenic-picnic constitution coordinate retreats or even disappears, and variability in this direction is practically absent. Therefore, we should not take now the generally accepted constitutional typology as invariable since it characterizes the current population state and can be atypical for some specific groups of individuals (as in the case of some desert inhabitants). If some basic factors are subjected to environmental impacts, the prevalence of trait complexes determined by these factors is probably the most variable.
Continuous variation of quantitative traits with no conspicuous and separate clusters is typical in humans. There are smooth transitions between areas (types) in the trait space; thereby, any discrete classification is conditional (qualitatively true, but quantitatively subjective). The situation here reminds one of that with temperature measurement when classification of warm and cold is qualitatively true, but the boundary is quantitatively subjective. However, the main problem in multivariate typology with quantitative traits does not consist in the convention of classification.
Discussion
The stated concepts are oriented to the qualitative and quantitative study of causal mechanisms and factors of human constitution. The results of such research should allow us to realize constitution diagnostics with respect to fundamental causal factors. In practice, diagnostics should rely on a minimum of traits and possess sufficient reliability. In the ideal case, we should obtain estimates of fundamental and specific factor values for any individual.
Established values of common factors explain the coordination of individual trait values and help to predict numerous traits which are not used in the diagnostics and are not always accessible to observation. For example, the increase of heterogeneous growth factor (which is not identical to the organism size) leads to the regular change of body proportions: the relative head size decreases, the limb relative sizes increase, bone relief becomes more expressed, and has many other effects, which are not used in diagnostics. The knowledge of common factors for an individual enables us to anticipate typical (for individuals with such characteristics) organism reactions to various impacts. The established values of specific factors permit us to predict individual deviations from the typical organism reactions.
The above-stated classification principles assume the determination of constitution traits by common and specific causes. Such a picture is very close to statistical models of multivariate biometric analysis with hidden basic causes (factors), which determine observable traits. Multivariate biometric methods (for example, analysis of principal components and factor analysis) allow us to discover hidden statistical factors and estimate their influences on traits in case of linear dependencies.
Correlations of trait changes are determined by trait dependencies on appropriate factors (say, principal components); the last are interpreted as fundamental causes for observed joint variability of traits (as a general size factor and so on). At first sight, such statistical models of hidden factors are ideal for receiving meaningful inference on the causal mechanism of an investigated phenomenon.
In addition, the received statistical results are possible to use for the construction of typology in the trait space in the same manner as for typology on the basis of causal factors. For example, in the construction of discrete typology one defines several gradations for each statistical factor. Various combinations of different factor gradations are considered as separate types. In the trait space, these types are characterized by average trait values. The latter are calculated by regression on factors (as well as the boundaries for trait variabilities within separate types). The use of the given approach creates an illusion of producing a correct solution to typology problems (arising from the study of natural phenomena with various causal internal structure) by biometric methods.
Let us consider this approach in more detail. Separation of statistical factors is based on the analysis of estimates for correlation and covariances between traits, the parameters to which information about joint trait variability is reduced. First of all, note that deduced statistical factors are not unique, so different researchers can come to various conclusions on the same data. Further, statistical factor influences on traits (received by principal components or factor analysis on the basis of the given correlation coefficients) are quantitatively different from the corresponding causal influences. But it is the latter that determine the quantitative coordination of trait values.
In the present paper, typology construction is based on the quantitative dependencies between causal factors and organism traits. The use of biometric methods and statistical factors to solve typological problems does not give the same results. Since the unique and proper determination of causal factors and their influences on traits on the basis of statistical relations in general is impossible, the use of statistical factors does not guarantee correct results in typology. Statistical factors should not substitute the causal ones for classification. A skeptical attitude to the results of multivariate statistical methods is confirmed by some model cases where causal influences are fixed in advance and global conclusions can be received analytically. Some simulation experiments by Monte Carlo methods support this skepticism as well.
